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Eternal Storms Software releases flickery 1.1.1 - Unique Flickr Client
Published on 07/08/09
Vienna based Eternal Storms Software today announced the immediate availability of
flickery 1.1.1, a unique desktop flickr client for Mac OS X Leopard. flickery combines the
flickr photo-community with the ease-of-use and elegance of Mac OS X. Easily upload photos
to Flickr photostream, organize photos in photosets and groups, browse Favorites and more.
Version 1.1.1 features sharing of photos on websites by providing the HTML source,
interface and speed-improvements and more than 30 bug fixes.
Vienna, Austria - Eternal Storms Software today announced the immediate availability of a
maintenance update for flickery, advancing it to version 1.1.1. flickery is a unique
desktop flickr client for Mac OS X 10.5 which combines the flickr photo-community with the
ease-of-use and elegance of Mac OS X. flickery 1.1.1 features sharing of photos on
websites and blogs by providing the HTML source, interface- and speed-improvements and
more than thirty bug fixes.
With flickery, you can easily upload photos to your flickr photostream (featuring photo
editing capabilities like resizing, cropping, rotating or applying filters, so you won't
have to switch to another application for preparing your photos for upload as well as the
ability to take screenshots of your desktop or snapshots), organize photos in photosets
and groups, browse your favorites and add to them, check out the gorgeous photos available
in "Explore" and take a look at your contacts' photos, photosets or favorites. Search the
entire flickr database for a particular shot. Browse all the Groups you have joined.
flickery lets you do it all.
New features in version 1.1.1 include:
* Sharing of photos with HTML code for websites and blogs
* Improved searching capabilities
* Now includes a 64-bit Intel binary
Furthermore, this version of flickery includes over 30 bugfixes and smaller improvements
throughout the application. For a more detailed list of changes, please refer to the
release notes.
"After less than 4 months on the market, flickery has already become a much-used client
for the flickr platform" said Matthias Gansrigler of Eternal Storms Software. "The
improved search functionality and being able to view fifty instead of thirty of a users'
contacts' recently uploaded photos both have been highly anticipated. We're delighted and
thrilled we are able to deliver this today."
"We're very proud of what flickery has already become in this short amount of time and
want everyone who owns a Mac and uses flickr to give flickery a try. So with version
1.1.1, we're adding 7 days to the trial period for everyone who already has exceeded the
normal 15-day trial."
Since software is an ongoing process of improvement and change, we at Eternal Storms
Software are looking forward to lots of feedback and requests for our products from our
valued customers - we're always reachable. For the user's convenience, there are
screencasts available to help learn flickery's functionality. Screencasts demonstrating
new functionality will be available soon.
System requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard, Universal Binary
* For flickery to run, an internet connection is mandatory
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* A flickr account is not necessary, but highly recommended
Pricing and Availability:
flickery has a 15-day fully functional trial available. For users that have already
exceeded the 15-day trial period, this update adds seven more days to test the new
version. After the trial period has passed, users can purchase the application for $19.20
or 14.90 Euro. It comes as a free update for existing customers. Members of MacHeist who
have received flickery as a gift can purchase an upgrade at a discounted price of $9.95 or
7.50 Euro to be able to update.
Eternal Storms Software:
http://www.eternalstorms.at
flickery 1.1.1:
http://www.flickeryapp.com
Download flickery:
http://www.eternalstorms.at/flickery/flickery.dmg
Purchase flickery:
http://www.eternalstorms.at/flickery/flickery_-_the_flickr_desktop_client_for_Mac/Purchase_lice
nse_for_flickery.html
Release Notes:
http://www.eternalstorms.at/flickery/releasenotes.html
Screencasts:
http://www.eternalstorms.at/flickery/flickery_-_the_flickr_desktop_client_for_Mac/flickery_-_Scre
encasts.html

Eternal Storms Software is a one-man software company located in Vienna, Austria, Europe.
Their portfolio of software reaches from quality freeware/donationware software like
GimmeSomeTune, HierarchicalDock and PresentYourApps to shareware applications like
flickery, a desktop flickr client for Mac OS X. "For your computer, all that matters is
good software."
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